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Chef Kevin Belton, a true Creole New Orleanian, dishes up the culinary history of his city with
recipes that provide both down-home comfort and the big flavors he is famous for. He teaches
how to make a perfect roux and explains the background of that holiest trinity of Creole cooking–
celery, onion, and bell pepper–while offering his spin on the Louisiana classics of gumbo,
jambalaya, étouffée, po’boys, and grillades with grits.Chef Belton’s signature dishes like Pecan-
Crusted Redfish, Stuffed Mirlitons, Louisiana Boudin-Stuffed Quail, Creole Cottage Pie, and
Bread Pudding with Whiskey Sauce are not to be missed and are well worth the time in the
kitchen!Kevin Belton, a teacher of the fundamentals of Louisiana cooking for more than twenty
years, is an instructor at the New Orleans School of Cooking and has been recognized as one of
the top thirty Louisiana chefs by the American Culinary Federation. Belton explores the
distinctive Creole food of New Orleans in his PBS cooking series, New Orleans Cooking with
Kevin Belton, which will begin airing in January 2016. He has been a guest on numerous food
programs including Emeril Live, Ready . . . Set . . . Cook!, Live Love Lunch, Food Fighters, Taste
of America, and Eating in the Bayou.Rhonda Findley is the author of several New Orleans-
centric books including the best-selling 100 Greatest New Orleans Recipes of All Time and New
Orleans Unleashed. Her thirty-year culinary career includes professional restaurant
management, radio broadcast, and freelance food writing. She makes her home in the Bywater-
Marigny neighborhood of New Orleans with her 9th Ward dogs, Presston, Reni, and Mr. Big Stuff.

About the AuthorKevin Belton, a teacher of the fundamentals of Louisiana cooking for over
twenty years, is an instructor at the New Orleans School of Cooking and has been recognized
as one of the top thirty Louisiana chefs by the American Culinary Federation. Belton explores the
distinctive Creole food of New Orleans in his PBS cooking series, New Orleans Cooking with
Kevin Belton. He has been a featured chef and guest on numerous food programs including
Emeril Live, Ready . . . Set . . . Cook!, Live Love Lunch, Food Fighters, Taste of America, and
Eating in the Bayou.Rhonda Findley is the author of several New Orleans-centric books
including the best-selling 100 Greatest New Orleans Recipes of All Time and New Orleans
Unleashed. Her 30-year culinary career includes professional restaurant management, radio
broadcast, and freelance food writing. She makes her home in the Bywater-Marigny
neighborhood of New Orleans with her 9th Ward dogs, Presston, Reni, and Mr. Big Stuff.
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Pages 9 - 10 are not included in this sample. Pages 17 - 170 are not included in this
sample.    Pages 175 - 176 are not included in this sample.
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Pat, “Great. Love the recipes and the stories.  Great cookbook.”

deborah, “Great book!. Great book!”

Jennifer Guerrero, “Delicious! Flavor packed, easy, and clear instructions!. This is a terrific book.
He has all the classics in here. His instructions are clear, and the recipes are easy. I’m outside of
Louisiana, so I had to do a few ingredient substitutions. He runs to the spicy side, so I cut the
cayenne in half in all his recipes for the kids.My thoughts and pics of the dishes we’ve tried so
far…1 Crab and Corn Bisque – p 77. Fantastic flavor! This has so much more crab in the recipe
than we get at the restaurants. Love.2) Shrimp and Andouille Gumbo – p 108. Terrific gumbo.
Everyone loved it.3) Red Beans and Rice – p 140. Delicious! This one makes the whole house
smell great.Some others I have flagged to try: French Quarter Beignets – p 19 * Seafood Gumbo
– p 20 * Corn Maque Choux – p 23 * New Orleans Bananas Foster – p 25 * Grillades and Grits –
p 26 * Chef Kevin’s Jambalaya a la Big Easy – p 32 * Nan’s Saturday Buttermilk Pancakes with
Praline Bacon Sprinkles – p 48 * Shrimp Creole – p 65 * Shrimp Remoulade – p 66 * New
Orleans-Style Barbecue Shrimp – p 68 * Eggs Sardou – p 70 * New Orleans Shrimp Etouffee – p
78 * Turtle Soup – p 96 * 12th Night King Cake – p 112 * Pecan-Crusted Redfish – p 115 * Fried
Oysters and Spinach Salad with Fresh Ponchatoula Strawberries – p 130 * Dirty Rice – p 136 *
Bread Pudding with Whiskey Sauce – p 143 * Sweet Potato Pecan Casserole – p 151I’ll update
this as I play in the book more.”

S. Baird, “A great into to traditional New Orleans cooking.. I've been a big fan of Kevin Belton's
cooking show that originates on New Orleans' public TV station, WYES for some time. While
most of these recipes are not new to me, I thought I would enjoy having this as a companion to
Richard and Rima Collin's New Orleans cookbook. Kevin's recipes are down to earth and easy
to follow, and he offers a few worthy insights that may not occur to the experienced home chef. In
all, a nearly perfect cooking introduction for the way New Orleans used to cook.What I don't like
about the book is that its binding and shiny full color pages seem more like this should be a
coffee table book, and not something that you would want to bring into your kitchen. What I'll
probably do is transcribe the recipes as I use them onto 3 x 5 cards so that my copy of the book
will remain in like new condition. In fact, it might be a good idea for the authors to provide these
recipes in computer files for people like me who like to keep things tidy. Highly recommended.”

smr61754, “A Gift. Got this for my daughter who lived in New Orleans for a couple of years. She
thought it was cool.”

J Solis, “Great New Orleans recipes by the amazing Chef Kevin Belton. I just thoroughly enjoy
rhe cook book. So many flavorful recipes to bring the taste of New Orleans to my home. Watch



Kevin Belton's shows to get more great tips.”

Christine Murphy, “Easy to follow and very YUMMY!. Like many others, I first discovered Chef
Kevin on Create TV. I bought this book because I enjoy his show and wanted to make some of
the recipes. I have made several of the recipes and they all turned put very well.. Granted, there
are a few recipes I can't make, such as the turtle soup and anything calling for crawfish, because
I'm in New Hampshire and we really can't get those ingredients up here. But that does not take
away from the value of the book, as most of the recipes call for ingredients that we can get
anywhere. I know you can probably sub shrimp for crawfish, just not sure what to sub for turtle
meat.  But if I ever see it in a store here, I might buy it just to try that soup.  It did look good on TV.”

Marco Roman, “Good book - I was expecting to have a bit more. Good book, I tried some
recipes and it is quite good.I was expecting a bit more info on essential ingredients, such as
cajun seasoning, that goes into pretty much every recipe, but it is not described in the book.I
found multiple different variations of the main ingredients online, and think the book should cover
that, as it covers the roux quite well.”

Louis, “Amazing book !!. Nice book and a wonderful gift.”

Sim, “Great book. Best book on New Orleans cooking I have found”

The book by Kevin Belton has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 896 people have provided feedback.
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